
 

During a football game, he bit a little girl in the face after she tried grabbing his tail. There are some that believe he 
went out a-la-Old Yeller behind University House.  

In 1960, UNM was in celebration after Lou’s resurrection in a plushier, more anthropomorphic form. Since then, he 
has been making appearances at sponsored events and manages to participate in every intercollegiate sport despite the fact 
he’s pushing 90!  

Now, he wants to try new things and live a more positive life in celebration for his centennial birth date. As a result, 
he became a writer to further the cause against the inherited specism and systematic genocide against coyotes and wolves in 
the US.  –The Editor 
 

That is why the 
Presidential Strategic Advisory 
Team (PSAT) is accepting 
suggestions from literally 
anyone. People from all walks of 
life: from students and alumni, 
business people, nutritionist, 
sportsmen, scientist and 
everyone in-between, want to 
help out the state’s flagship 
university.  

“I got this idea during 
the 2009 State of the Union 
address,” said the assumed 
Schmidly. 

During this speech, and 
other moments throughout his 
presidency, Barack Obama has 
told the world that he is open to 
suggestions on fixing the 
economy. As a result, the nation 
is out of this horrible financial 
nightmare (No were not). 
 

work, doesn’t mean it won’t 
work at this level. PSAT 
informed us that there is a 
mountain of suggestions that 
they are reading through at 
this very moment. Some very 
good, others, not so much. 

Most of the 
suggestions being accepted 
are coming from large 
banking institutions saying 
that they would be happy to 
finance our education.  

“We will give every 
student that needs the money 
a loan. No questions asked!” 
said a representative of a 
banking group.   

“All you have to do is 
sign this paper work with your 
blood, promise us the soul of 
your first born, and all will be 
good. Trust us; we’re great 
with money.” 

“What? We’re still in a recession? This is 
going to be tougher than I previously thought.” 
responded the alleged Schmidly. 

Just because this approach didn’t  

By: Lou E. Coyote 
ALBURQUERQUE- Hard times require out of the box 
thinking. This is exactly the type of thinking that the 
assumed President Schmidly needs to get UNM out 
of a financial hole for the next fiscal year.  
  

Behold! The true identity of our beloved mascot is finally revealed. In 
October 1, 1920 a dweeb at The UNM Weekly suggested having a lobo as the 
school mascot.  

On Mt. Taylor, Lou E. Coyote, being the trickster he is, posed as a wolf so 
he could nurse from a mother wolf after a rancher shot his mom. Unfortunately, 
like all tricksters, he became a victim of his own crime. He was caught by a 
government trapper under the assumption that he was a wolf.  

Since then, his life has never been the same. By 1923, the newly minted 
Louie Lobo was living like a demigod; driving around in convertibles with his 
harem, was carried around by the cheerleaders at football games, wowed 
chambers with this violin playing, and was a successful businessman. 

However, it seemed like the money and his luxurious lifestyle got the 
better of him. He started running booze across the border, introducing cocaine 
to Albuquerque’s jazz underground, and started to play and smoke with Jazz-
playing reefer heads. Then, his life of sustaining on bathtub gin, cocaine, and pot 
all came to a screaming end.  
 

Lou’s nature as a prankster is exactly why Lou’s nature as a prankster is exactly why Lou’s nature as a prankster is exactly why Lou’s nature as a prankster is exactly why 
we can’t havewe can’t havewe can’t havewe can’t have    any proper publishing any proper publishing any proper publishing any proper publishing 
equipment here at equipment here at equipment here at equipment here at The Weekly Troll.The Weekly Troll.The Weekly Troll.The Weekly Troll.    

Anthropomorphic canine mascot begins writing career 

A flood of suggestions are pouring into the offices of 
PSAT 

 

A suggestion has been that we can make the $28 A suggestion has been that we can make the $28 A suggestion has been that we can make the $28 A suggestion has been that we can make the $28 
million shmillion shmillion shmillion shortfall disappear if we point a ortfall disappear if we point a ortfall disappear if we point a ortfall disappear if we point a gun at it gun at it gun at it gun at it 
and stare it downand stare it downand stare it downand stare it down    with brut intimidationwith brut intimidationwith brut intimidationwith brut intimidation....    

This article and others relating to the UNM 
budget crisis, including our own solutions, will 

be featured in a weekly segment titled 
“Shortchanged: FY 2012” 
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